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Abstract
In

Nigeria, the English language is a critical
discipline and over the years, it has remained the
primary medium ofinstruction in schools.
colleges, and universities. Research and experience show

identifi/ a variety of types and techniques of
reading, current research has shown that extensive
reading has a significant co-rclation with the
development of
in second
It is common
language learning.
knowledge that the proficiency of universityproficiency
studies
in
this all important skill has
remained abysmally low. This
appears to be the reason why
PresidentGoodluck Jonathan recently
launched the Bring Back the Book
Programme in order to revive public interest in
this way, perhaps,
reading and in
develop a reading culture in the country.
Drawing inspirationfiom the Stephen
Krashen Is Affective Filter
Hypothesis and the Schema theory, this
paper hypothesizes that
significant
country if an extensive reading plan is made an
integral part of the compulsory use of
course in
Nigeria universities The position ofthis
English
study is that since Nigerian students ’motivation
to read has waned
the
remarkably,
very nature of extensive
reading— allowing students to choose a
variety of reading texts within their
readability
levels,
engaging them in silent reading at their
pace, the near absence of
assessments, teachers serving as role models— can
to enjoy
motivate undergraduates
reading, increaser their vocabulary,
improve their reading speed, given them a broadbased education and
ultimately help them become independent readers.
Key words/Concepts:

Reading, Readability profile, Reading
fluency,

Weak readers, and Weak
reader’s Vicious Circle.

Introduction
We would like

secs

begin this presentation by

to the fact that two
calling
traditions have
dominate perceptions of
reading in the literature. First is the traditional
approach which
reading as a passive and receptive skill; the other is
the

tended

to

attention

perception of reading as an active
psycholinguistic process. Attempts to define
or understand the
reading
these two broad traditions.
reading process often min-or
Without laying undue
emphasis on the preconceptions and the

perceptions scholars have about the
different
reading skill, we wish to state without any fear of
that reading is a skill
students require in and out of the
school environment. Students controversy
order to be able to
must read in
carry out their assignments and write
examinations successfully.
But what is
reading after all? There are several
ways of defining reading as a
language skill. indeed, definitions of
purposeful
reading vary remarkably according to the
and
philosophical
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the

linguistic orientations of the scholars who propose them. Reading is first and foremost, an
important aspect of literacy. It is a powerful tool for education. governance, religion and technological
transfer, to mention but a few of its domains. Otagburuagu and Okorj i(2003, p.41 ) posit that reading
is a higher order language skill which at the same time enjoys a reciprocal relationship with writing.
They further assert that reading exposes an individual to the varied and rich resources of information
and data encoded in texts. Nuttall (1988, p.10) posits that "reading is interaction between a reader
and

a process which enables the reader to have Vicarious entry into the world created in a
author.
Somc scholars have also argued. using the process-product paradigm, that reading
by
is a psycholinguistic guessing game to underscore the predictive and the anticipatory entailments in
the process before an acceptable meaning of a text could be deduced(Grellet, 1988; Nutall,
1988;0tagburuagu, 2003). According to Smith (1994, p. 3), reading is an interactive process between
the reader and reading material: the reader brings the knowledge that he or she has about the world
to interact with the text to create or construct meaning. Implied in this definition by Smith is the
idea of reading as a kind of transaction in which the reader negotiates meaning with the text using
his interpretive skills optimally, the stnictural/linguistic element in the text and h is or her experimental
schemata to generate or extrapolate meaning from the text. From this it is clear that reading is an
important skill which every individual must possess to be relevant. functionally active, up—to-date
in information retrieval and assessment in the contemporary world order. which is information and
literacy driven.
But research and experience have shown that the acquisition and/or the development of
fluency and accuracy in reading may neither be automatic nor common place. According to Nunan
(1999, p. 249), reading is not something every individual learns to do easily. Learning to read is
often a complex process which requires discovering relationship between sounds and letters and
learning to recognize words quickly enough to gain reading fluency. Such skills or abilities cannot
be developed from exposure to a single book alone. Students require a lot of
exposure to reading in
order to become familiar with phonemes, alphabet systems. words, and sentences which are often
present on the page of books. Faniram (1997. p.319) succinctly presents this fact in the statement
that:
All students learning [English as a second language need to know numerous
kinds or varieties of English. In other words, all second language learners
must learn the different kinds of English needed for very many difi‘erent
purposes and occasions. No English school programme can possibly accommodate
these numerous varieties. It is only in books and other printed materials, and
by
implication through reading, that such varieties of English
can be learnt.
We draw inspiration from the schema theory to argue in this
paper that extensive reading
provides the platform that will introduce the freshman to large and qualit) reading materials that
will help him develop reading fluency and improve his
proficiency in the use ot‘the English language
and, in this way, the over-all objective of the freshman English language programme will be achieved.
As Nuttal (1988. p. 65) has noted:

text

a

text,”
an

An extensive

reading programme. ..,.is the single most etl‘ective way of
both vocabulary and reading skills in general. You can teach
your students to use a dictionary properly, and you can organize a programme
of vocabulary building, but greatly
increasing the amount of material they read is the
best way of all.
Scholars who have used extensive reading mode for
developing reading proficiency among second
language learners have clescribetlit as "pleasure reading”. "sustained silent
“lice

improving

reading“.
voluntary
reading". “drop everything and read". “fluency reading". among others, These alternative tenns are
suggestive of the cllicacy ofthe extensive readingmodc in F51. reading pedagogy.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical li‘amenork which underpins this
theories. In summary the schema theory is a reading and

study is the schema and filter all‘cctivc
comprehension theory which proposes that
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readers possess ditf3rent
conceptual frameworks, called
process. A schema provides the framework

schemata, which they bring to the reading
for readers to check their
understanding of texts, fill in
information gaps within the texts and clan
ty
ambiguities.
According to Short (1996), a reader’s
mental schemata exist like “tiles”
in the human brain and
reading experiences are stored as patterns
there. These patterns are activated
and used when similar
reading texts. Therefore, when a reader comes across an experiences present themselves in new
experience in a text that already resides in
his schema.
understanding of that text is fast and certain. Therefore. the wider the
schemata, the
bigger the chances of the reader
texts. This theory underscores the
understanding
extensive reading, which increases the
importance of
readers‘ schemata,
Krashen’s
Stephen
affective
the other hand,
theory, on
posits that certain variables such as fear or boredom can
affect the acquisition of a
second language
by preventing in formation about the second
language from reaching the brain‘s
language processing faculties. By making students read the novels
they enjoy in an extensive reading
programme, the effect of the affective filter is minimized
so that students can
profit from the Use of
English courses. At this point. it will
therefore, be pertinent to attempt to present a detailed
examination of the extensive
reading mode in the next subsection.
Extensive

Reading in the Language Programme
Rodrogo. Greenberg. Burke, Joseph and Oby
(200743.106) define extensive reading as
"reading in great amounts for the purpose of a
general
understanding of the text or the enjoyment of
the reading experience".
in great amounts varies. It could
Reading
mean
in addition to
reading one book in a week
reading from a
of

variety materials such as magazines. nevx
spapers, fiction, and nonfiction. Extensive reading endorses
reading for pleasure, which means that students read books for

enjoyment. They

read at their own
pace and one hundred percent
comprehension is not the goal
.When students read in this
way. they can read more books than when
they read intensively.
Extensive reading also allows students to
choose the reading materials
are permitted to
themselves. Readers
choose materials \\ ithin their
readability levels-Readability is a critical factor in the
choice ofreading mate his and
comprehension. Text readability is defined here as the
with \t hich a reader understands
relative ease
a text. Students
are more
to be
likely
to
read
the readability
willing
vastly when
profile of the text is appropriate to their
reading materials is theirs. not the recommendation ofa maturational level and the choice of the
school board or individual
extensive reading,
teachers. During
reading is often individualized and silent. even
though
group
acceptable.
reading is equally
Teachers play a
leading role during extensive reading. They orient
students on the
methodology and goals ofextensive reading and
keep track ofwhat students read. Teacher's themselves
must be extensive
readers ifthey must serve as role
models and motivate students to
do the same,
(Davies. p. 32mm most VV’estern
countries. the pressure ot'assessment
an
extensive
during
programme i, tbsent, But in
reading
Nigeria teachers often introduce assessment in order
to instill a sense
ofseriousness in the students. This is
partly so because the reading culture isjust
a culture that is
developing amidst
oral.
.

predominantly

Extensive

Reading vs

intensive

Reading in

the

Teaching

of the Use of

English Courses.
following
between intensive
done in the Use of
the reading often
reading,
English programmes in
uni versitics. and extensive
being proposed in this paper. In the Use Nigerian
reading, whichis
of
intensively to be able to answer examination English programmes. students read book chapters
questionslntcnsive reading is equally
them to review or summarize
required for
the literature texts
recommended during the
programme. Extensive
reading demands a general
understanding of texts while intensive
We

can

infer from the

understanding. By placing

more

a

demands

contrast

on

students.

reading requires detailed

intensive reading
quantum of books students read. 011 the
indirectly reduces the
other hand, by
students to a general
limiting
oftexts, extensive reading
understanding
encourages students to read a great number oi'books.
when we consider the fact that
This is significant
Nigerian students do not enjoy
reading (Ekpunohi. 13.1993) and the
improvement ol’oric's English
language proficiency requires exposure to
large amount

ofreading.
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An Overview of Research

on

Extensive Reading Programme

on
on the etTect of extensive reading
Some scholars have conducted studies
as a wayof placing emphasis
to examinea few of such studies
We

language skills
on

the thematic

opt

development.

focus of this paper.

children

conducted a study which revealed that
Cunningham and Stanovich (1998, p. 9)
to oral language.
volumes of books than from exposure
acquired more vocabulary from reading
a phenomenon
success.
more reading
success in reading begets
Their finding led them to conclude that
means that a person’ who
to them, the Matthew—effect
as "Matthew— effect". According
to
refer
they
and proficiency, while
and hence grows richer in knowledge
is competent in reading learns more
of Jesus Christ
seems to align with the teaching
who do not read get poorer, a situationthat
those

that to him who has.
away from him.

more

will be

given, and

he has will
to him who has not, even what
words in context.

be taken

They learn how

the meanings of many
people I‘CZKL they come across
with various writers’
are. used. .They also becomcacquainted
words. sentences, and punctuation marks
this vieweloquently:
styles. Hudson (2007, p. 269) expresses
from what others have written.
\\ rite
to

As

reader must learn how
is much too
formal analyses because what is learned
The ability does not come through deliberate
time to learn the complexities of register, genre. spelling,
intricate and subtle. Thereis not enough
renders must read like
direct and deliberate study._..ln short.
form, appropriateness. etc. through
writersin order to write like writers. (Emphasis ours)
\\ ords readand
that those who have a wa) with
Hudson’s claim not only confirms our earlier position
intensive reading
inthis paper that students must go beyond
also lends credence to theview canvassed
if they mustimprovetheir language abilities.
"the best .way
ofextensive reading when she says:
Nuttall(1998. p.168) sums up the gains
its speakers. The next best way
language is to go and live among
to improve the knowledge of a
in consonance with
The use ofextensive reading is also
is to read extermively"(Emphasis ours).
teaching policy
a British government English language
LanguageAcross the, Curriculum (LAC),
the elaborate
and
through
writing
others to integrate reading
oflanguagefor lifé,which seeksamong
school
in
all
subjects(Bullock,
the placement emphasis in reading
use of reading materials and
The

1975).

and
out a research on adolescent literacy
Melanre. Nicole and Kane (2008) carried
Based
read widely outside the school setting.
discovered that students oflen do not sufiiciently
of
books
wide
range
students should be made to read a
onthis finding theresearchers suggested that
their achievement and language performance.
and materials in the other subject areasto enhance
the l'nited Kingdom
make all their first year students live in
Nigerian universitiescannot afford to
read extensii ely.
can make their students
for one year, but Nigerian teachersof English

Moje,

Culture

Nigerian Undergraduates and their Reading
in
critical factor in what people do, especially
It is common knowledge that attitude is a
between extensive
Furthermore, there is a positive correlation
language skills acquisition and learning.
his attitudes
it is important that we discuss the student and
reading and language proficiency; therefore
in this subsection.

bodies such as the West African Examination
Chief examiners’ reports of public examination
of their candidates in the reading
Council have always drawn attention to the poor performance
examinations. Failure rate is high in English
comprehension component of their English language conducted in universities and other tertiary
semester examinations
language examinations and the
in
students have not developed fluency and accuracy
institutions in the country, mainly because the
with intensive reading and this has not helped
the reading skill. Accuracy reading is associated
matters.

as
to reading. To many, reading is seen
Most students have developed an evasive attitude
time of students.
avoided because it encroachcs on the leisure
a necessary evil which is better
and
notes
abridged versions
full length novels, most students look for revision
Instead of

reading
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of standard work to read
intensively to pass their examinations. Consequently, they
weak
readers and get entrapped in what Nutall
(1988) describes as the weak readers” vicious Circle
shown in the diagram below:

become

\

Doesn’t understand

Re'

Doesn’t

r

s

slowly

ad much
_

Doesn tenjoy

(The Weak Readers” Vicious Circle: Diagram after C.
Nuttall,

p. 167)
Nuttall observes that the weak reader
can enter the circle from
any point in the learning
process, but the effect persists in a
spiral form. She argues that:
It doesn’t matter where
you enter the circle, because any ofthe factorsthat
make it up
will produce any of the others.A slow
reader is seldom able to
much
interest
develop
in what he reads, let alone
enjoyment. Since he gets no pleasure from it, he reads as
little as possible.
Deprived of practice, he continues to find it difficult to
understandwhathereads, so his reading ratedoes not increase. He remains a slow
reader (p. 167).

The Nuttallian

picture in the above lines aptly describes the
plight, as well as the attitude, of most
undergraduates in the Nigerian ESL classroom,
especially those offering the compulsory freshman
English language course.
There is substantial evidence in the
literature that extensive
reading can help
students’
cultural phobia for
reading and draw them out from the frustration cycle and mitigate
caused
trap
by their

face-to—face culture with little
find it hard to remember what
read

frequently. They read

reading culture at all.Most students dread reading because
they
easily forget what they read because they do not
little because they do not
enjoy reading.
or no

they

read". Students

Research and experience demonstrate
that children who
kindergarten often pick up the reading habit
effortlessly and
start

were

frequently

usually have

school(Strickland, 2012).A large
and

a

read to before
head start when
they

number of Nigeria parents are
illiterate (Emenanjo, 2011,
let alone the
of
luxury
buying books‘ for their children.
When children from such homes
gain admission into the university, theyofien see
or a task
reading as a chore
they do not want to engage in, and because
do not read enough,
they
they fail to remember
during reading assessments texts or exercise.
Anibogu’s study.conf1rni sour earlier claim that
Nigerian students are weak or reluctant
p.

15)

can

hardly afford three good meals,

60.8% are bored of
reading school books (2006, p.189). These statistics confirm that
students do not
many Nigerian
engage inroutine school reading, let alone
reading extensively, the kind of reading
that can improve their
English language ability considerably. ln asimilar
discovered that while 85% ot‘first
study, Osakwe( 1999)
year students of Nnamdi Azikiwe
encountered problems
University
reading schoolbooks, more than half the
population did not have problems
reading leisure
,books(p.147). Osakwe‘s finding supports the view
proposed in this paper that since ,students do
not like
reading, teachers ofEnglish should
focusoneasiertexts,’ which promote extensive reading,
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with the hope that as they continue to read, they will become hooked.
l
discovered that the reading
Still on the reading attitude of undergraduates, Chair (1969, p. 86)
low and that of final year students. though
rate of first year University of Nigeria students was
culture ofNigerian students.
still
poor. Writing on the reading
higher than that of freshmen. was

Fagbemi

states:

read. liven students who
The average literate Nigerian reads what he/she is [breed to
when the examination is close and for
are supposed to be widely read. may read
the beginning and end of the reading. It is not out of
many, the textbooks maybe
novels for leisure
place to find university undergraduates confessing hardly reading

(p.63), (Emphases ours)
is that some parents prefer to
why students do not have a robust reading culture
rather than buy books for
subscribe to DSTV and buy expensive computer games and telephones
to \ ien ers and leave
information
their children. Most of these technical facilities provide detailed
trains readers to use their
little room for the viewers” imagination. Reading books, on the contrary.
them to develop creatiy e ability and
imagination and therefore does students more good by helping
has not helped2 matters. The few
in
analytical minds. The poor state of available libraries Nigeria
libraries are disappointed at the poor state of most public
parents who take their children to the state
One

reason

libraries in

Nigeria.
to in the area efrending. Many
Again, students themselves have few role models to look up
so man} :u
make
that
Nigerians who do not read have acquired stupendous wealth
who urge students to: "gi\ e me
no compelling reason to read. Similarly, lecturers
is not in t
u

in order to sell their textbooks encourage reading apathy. The fact that reading
the flip
of universities leaves little hope for the solution of this problem. However.
most teac
because
is that, according to Obah, teachers of English do not teach reading
and
and we need to add that these teachers merely talk about reading

taught reading,
Reading

English Programme
reading failure and in recognition

and the Use of

of the fact that many undergradtutes
in English, the Use of E
come into Nigerian Universities still need to be further groomed
The objectives oi"
courses were introduced in all Nigerian universities and polytechnics.
School of Genera.
Nsukka’s
of
the
Nigeria,
University
English programme according to
Handbook include:
Because of

a.

critical thinking.
To equip students with the linguistic and communicative skills which they need to
function optimally in the university setting.
To prepare students in the long term to communicate effectively in bcth the oral and
c.
written media in the national and international job market.
to
The objective for teaching the Use of English course, taught in t\\. semesters, is thus
same
at
the
and
education
with the demands of universit}
prepare students language wise to cope
and
excel
in
time enable them
writing at their places of employment. The following
speaking
of February 19. (2001. pl&2) shows that the
cited in the Guardian
World Bank

b.

-

Newspaper

report

has not always been met:
objective
Most employers of fresh graduates observe that the quality of university
Poor abilities in oral and written expression
undergraduates has worsened
chorus... As an illustration of the depth of
likea
were
mentioned
of English
he cannot get five correct
poor English proficiency, one banker told us that
drafted sentences in one paragraph from recent university undergraduates
who we imagine work with him or come to his bank as customers.
If graduates cannot speak good English after four or five years in the university, then teachers have
failed and need to do
dilTercntly. And the thing they need to do differently is to use an
of the

course

things

extensive

reading

model
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Teachers ot‘English and the Use
ot‘l-inglish course lecturers themselves have equally observed
the poor performance of university students in the
English language. According to
p.

Onukaogu (200,

6)

...the tact that

undergraduates have further deteriorated in their English
language competence indicates that Cornskipto a very large extent failed
to enhance the
English language competence ofour undergraduates.
our

Most English language teachers who
participated irr Comskip were only too ready to stick to
the traditional methods of
the new methods of the
English language teaching than

try
Comskip
postulate here that where Comskip failedextensive reading will succeed.
Other Use ol‘ English teachers. such as Akeledolu—Ale
t2005. p. 24) agrees that the English proficiency
of ti rst year university students is
poor. He contends that:

project. Nevertheless.

we

what ...nrany. if not most of the freshmen
English teachers in other universities
probably confirm with respect to their institutions is that the courses are not

will

satisfactory results in terms ol‘actually improving significantly
proficiency of students exposed to them.
it

We

have established that our conventional Use of
English classes have not
speak better English. then we must do things

write and
Towards

achieving

the

helped

our

students

differently.

promoting reading proficiency among undergraduates
One of the ways of enhancing the
reading competence of undergraduates is to introduce
extensive reading throughout the first semester. At the onset oFa
semester. students and teachers
bring old novels-African writers series. interesting articles in newspapers
/magazines, comics,
cartoons and
exchange in turns. Because students choose the materials themselves. they are less
likely to be frustrated while reading them. Osakwe’s study confirms that students
enjoy leisure
texts. little evidence exists to show that
university teachers are mindful of the readability profiles
ot’the texts they recommend for students. When students
who do not love reading are given difficult
texts to read.
they will not read them but will like to hide under the cover of the brighter students to
respond to assignments on the texts.
Essentially in extensive reading. students are not competing with their pears but with
themselves. While some lecturers may
oppose asking students to read books slightly below their
reading levels. this factor in itself is a bait to encourage our reluctant students to read.
Asking
students to read books that interest them and at their
own pace provides students with the
essential
practice in learning to read. It also develops the positive attitude towards
reading which is often
missed in a typical traditional
English language classroom where intensive reading is the norm. In
the traditional learning
setting. teachers recommend General Studies textbooks ofien written by the
lecturers themselves. These books are often above the
reading level of students. A study conducted
by Otagburagu and Nnamani showed that some unit texts used in the School of General
Studies at
the University
ofNigeria, Nsukka were above the reading ability of the students. Again, the novels
recommended during the semester are often not the choice of
the students and do not include a
variety of materials.
In the traditional
setting. students read in a tension—filled environment because their
curriculum is packed. time is short and
they often face assessment at the end of the semester. All
these prevailing conditions in our
university system instill fear in the already reluctant readers and
could make many give up
reading entirely. Such students may resort to shortcuts such as copying
from hardworking students or
engaging in examination mal practices of all types.
Clark and Rtnnbold (2006) have
suggested that intrinsic motivation is central in helping
students combat disaffeetion for
reading. Asking students to choose their reading materials themselves
and making them read books within their
grade levels are examples of intrinsic motivation. The
issue of motivation is
significant in reading. bearing in mind that even Nigerian students who can
read are not interested in
reading (Anibogu, 2006. p. 189). The motivation to make students in
Reading Association of Nigeria
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extrinsic. Those who read, earn
Nigerian Universities read in the traditional setting has often been
abandon reading as soon as the
good grades or win the teachers’ recognition. Such students often
examinations are over. But when students are motivated intrinsically, the result is reading for pleasure
and students are more likely to be readers for life.
An extensive reading program will only succeed if teachers themselves read and serve as
“Teachers
role models. According to Day, Bassett, Bowler, Panninter, Bullard...& Robb (201 1, p. 2),
We are
students.
their
influence
who are readers and share with their students their love of reading
to
motivate
and
not just teaching reading, we are selling it.” To keep track of what students read
them to keep reading, teachers can deviate from the principles of extensive reading programs by
had during the semester
offering students continuous assessments marks for the number of books they
if
use
reviews, questionnaires,
at the end of the course. Other monitoring techniques included
charts.
and
reading
reading dairy, one-to—one interviews,
'

Extensive reading is equally a powerful tool for teacher development as it helps teachers to keep
abreast of the variations and to the sociolinguistic dynamics of language use. Teachers of English
need constant development and growth as a pre-requisite for being able to truly help their students
do the same. They are often exposed to error—laden English written by their students. Regular wide
in the use of
reading can therefore add zest, zeal, and pleasure to the performance of such teachers

English course.
One hour silent reading strategy
Another strategy which is beneficial for the development of extensive reading among weak
and reluctant readers is to observe one hour silent reading for the whole class during the reading
for the discussion of content or students read
programme. After this, the next hour will be used
for
the second semester can then be exploited to
materials
The
class.
aloud in turns in the
reading
of
provide the springboard for teaching language issues direct and indirect speech, rules concord,
should
be able
teachers
tense, punctuation, creative writing etc. In an extensive reading programme,
to give the students the proper orientation to understand and follow the plan for productive results.
The programme requires monitoring and some of the techniques which could be applied include the
etc. In order to
use of questionnaire, reading diary, class reading charts, one-to onc- interviews,
teacher must provide some form of evaluation in
motivate students to read, the
—

English language

the form of tests

on

novels read.

major challenges which could militate against the effectiveness ofthe extensive
reading method include students’ and teachers’ resistance to change. Teachers who abhor reading
themselves will not encourage students to accept the extensive reading plan. The ESL classroom in
classes.
Nigeria has grown extremely large and most teachers lack cognate skill to manage large
control
and
track
to
unable
is
BLT
that
the
practitioner
Indeed, the class size has become so large
Some of the

students' records. Furthermore, the students themselves often lack the zeal and the seriousness to
\\thl1 can reduce the
cope with extensive reading in the language programme. Other problems
effectiveness ofthe extensive reading programme, according to Day et al (201 1 ). include: insufficient
sufficient reading materials and the resistance of teachers who find it
cost of

time, high

difficult to stop

providing
teaching and

allow actual

learning to

take

place.

Conclusion
We have noted in this paper that the level of reading proficienC) of theNigerian undergraduate
is abysmally low due to a number of factors, which range from socio-cultural, pedagogic and
attitudinal issues. We have also tried to demonstrate that extensive reading can pull the Nigerian
undergraduate out of the vicious circle of reading incompetence. A major theoretical anchor pin of
the recommendation of the paper is elements in the schema theory and Krashen’s affective filter
hypothesis. Furthermore, the paper has suggested strategies for the implementation ofthe extensive
reading plan as an innovative strategy for effective freshman English language pedagogy in Nigeria.
is that if this method has worked in other cultures, it will also succeed in the Nigerian
Our

position

educational milieu,

provided

Reading Association of Nigeria

that the

suggestions

made in this paper

are

meticulously applied.
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